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We consider entanglement-based quantum networks where information is stored in a delocalized
way within regions or the whole network. This offers a natural protection against failure of network
nodes, loss and decoherence, and has built-in security features. Quantum information is transmitted
within the network by performing local measurements on individual nodes only. Information can
be localized within regions or at a specific node by collaborative actions using only entanglement
within a region, or sometimes even without entanglement. We discuss several examples based on
error correction stabilizer codes, Dicke states and correlation space encodings. We show how to
design fully functional networks using encoded states or correlation space resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum networks promise to be one of the first ap-
plications of an upcoming quantum technology [1, 2] (see
also e.g. [3–20]). They are the quantum counterpart
of classical networks, where quantum information rather
than classical information is distributed, stored and pro-
cessed. Of particular importance is the distribution and
storage of entanglement. Such entangled quantum states
do not have a classical analog, and offer various applica-
tions ranging from quantum cryptography and conference
key agreement to distributed metrology and distributed
quantum computation [21–31].
Usually such a quantum network is thought of consist-
ing of multiple nodes or parties [32] that are connected
by quantum channels [2]. Upon request, quantum in-
formation is directly distributed, or entangled states are
generated on demand between different parties. These
entangled states can then be used for different applica-
tions, including the distribution of quantum information
via teleportation. Alternatively a top-down approach to
quantum networks is used [3, 4], where entangled resource
states shared among network nodes serve to guarantee the
required functionality. In both cases quantum informa-
tion is stored locally at a given node.
Here we analyze a different approach to quantum net-
works, where quantum information is stored in a delocal-
ized way within network regions or the whole network.
Such an approach offers several advantages and interest-
ing features that we illustrate and analyze in detail:
(i) Natural protection against failure of network nodes,
loss and decoherence during storage and transport.
(ii) Built-in security features, such as limited accessible
information per network node.
(iii) Encoding/Decoding and processing of information
using only local operations or limited entanglement.
We clarify these features as follows: (i) Since information
is not localized at a given network node, failure or loss
of individual nodes does not destroy encoded informa-
tion completely, but only disturbs it to a certain extend.
The same is true for processing or transport of informa-
tion. While in a standard approach, failure or loss of any
of the nodes involved in a transport process results into
complete information loss or loss of entanglement, in the
approach we follow here the failure of one (or several)
individual nodes may have only a very limited influence,
thereby minimizing the influence of network node fail-
ures. (ii) With respect to security of the stored informa-
tion, the accessible information per node is bounded and
can be made arbitrarily small. This implies that multiple
nodes need to cooperate in order to access the informa-
tion, while it is protected against malicious parties. In
this context it is also interesting to note that the entangle-
ment shared between an individual party and the rest of
the network can be small [33], significantly less than one
ebit. (iii) Since information is no longer stored in its bare
form, one has to think of encoding, decoding and process-
ing of information. Ideally, this should be done by local
operations on individual nodes only, however it may also
require some (restricted) amount of shared entanglement.
In fact we find that processing of information, in partic-
ular transport among an entanglement-based network, is
always possible using local operations only [34, 35].
We consider two different scenarios: (a) Storage net-
works, where quantum information is stored in a dis-
tributed way among all or multiple nodes, and (b) generic
networks with full functionality, including transport, that
are comprised of different connected regions. Each re-
gion consists of multiple network nodes and corresponds
to a single logical qubit. Regarding (a), we analyze sev-
eral kind of encodings, where the logical basis states are
given by codewords of error correction stabilizer codes,
Dicke states [36–38], or resource states that have been dis-
cussed in the context of quantum computation in corre-
lation space [33–35]. The usage of error correction codes
for storage is well known and has been widely discussed.
Such an approach offers protection against noise or loss,
however requires active error correction. When used in a
distributed scenario as we consider here, entanglement or
non-local operations are required to detect and correct er-
rors. Dicke state encodings in contrast have passive, built
in protection features. Even without active error cor-
rection, quantum information is only slightly disturbed
by loss, decoherence and node failures of a restricted
amount of parties. Furthermore, the information that
is distributed among the network can in some cases be
probabilistically localized (using only local operations by
all parties, or some restricted amount of entanglement).
Finally, we investigate resource states for quantum com-
putation in correlation space, particularly so-called quan-
tum wires [35]. There quantum information is encoded
in a virtual space that is not directly linked to physi-
cal qubits forming the quantum states. Local measure-
ments on physical qubits allow one to manipulate, pro-
cess and read-out information stored in correlation space.
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2We analyze and discuss how information encoded on the
correlation space is distributed throughout the physical
particles. Importantly, a downloading process can be per-
formed, i.e. the quantum information stored in a virtual
space can be mapped to physical sites [39]. This is how-
ever in general a probabilistic process that can be made
quasi-deterministic if the download should take place to
an arbitrary node within a small region. Noise and im-
perfections on physical qubits during storage or manipu-
lation influence the quantum information stored in corre-
lation space, in many cases however in a strongly reduced
way.
Regarding (b), we consider multi-party entangled
states comprised of logical qubits, that act as resource
states for a quantum network with full functionality.
Each of the logical qubits is associated with a region
that consists of several parties, and we consider entangled
states of multiple logical qubits shared among the net-
work. Depending on the choice of resource state, point-
to-point communication, generation of bipartite entangle-
ment or the generation of arbitrary logical graph states
between network regions or individual nodes is possible.
In the context of correlation space encodings we consider
complex (multi-dimensional) resource states. Then also
processing, or more concretely transport and of informa-
tion among the network and download to individual sites,
is of importance. We show that for all cases we consider,
the transport can be done solely by local operations on
individual physical nodes, so no extra entanglement is re-
quired [40]. We also study the influence of noise and im-
perfections on such transport and downloading processes.
For correlations space resources, we introduce the notion
of transport universality. Note that the required func-
tionality of resource states in a network differs from full
scale measurement-based quantum computation as con-
sidered in [33]. This implies that a much larger class of
resource states is suitable in a communication scenario as
we consider here. We find that information transport and
download can be done solely by local operations, and an-
alyze the influence of noise and imperfections on physical
sites.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we de-
scribe the problem setting and introduce required termi-
nology and notation, in particular regarding Dicke states,
measurement-based quantum computation and computa-
tion in correlation space. In Sec. III we consider the
storage scenario (a), and analyze uploading, download-
ing and localization of information. We study the influ-
ence of noise and imperfections for all combinations of
Dicke-state encodings in Sec III C, while we investigate
various correlation space encodings in Sec. IIID. In the
latter case, we determine the effective noise in correlation
space, and investigate the dependence on error positions
in physical space. In Sec. IV and Sec. V we consider
scenario (b), i.e. full quantum networks built from en-
coded (logical) states, or by combining correlation space
resources respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Problem setting
We consider N spatially separated parties, each hold-
ing a two-level system (qubit). The parties share a pre-
defined entangled state that serves to store one (or sev-
eral) logical qubits in this network in a delocalized way.
Information needs to be uploaded from a given site into
the network, downloaded to a specific site with the help
of other parties, as well processed. In all cases, this corre-
sponds to a collaborative process where some of the other
parties perform measurements on their qubit. In the fol-
lowing we will review some of the underlying concepts.
We start by describing measurement-based information
processing, followed by the description of two different
ways to encode quantum information, using Dicke states
and correlation space resources. The required processes
and concepts are then discussed in following sections.
B. Measurement Based Quantum Computation
Measurement Based Quantum Computation (MBQC)
is an alternative model for quantum computation in op-
position to quantum logical circuits or quantum Turing
machines. MBQC has no direct classical counterpart, and
is based on the implementation of single qubit measure-
ments on a resource state [41, 42]. Any operation ap-
plied to an arbitrary input can be reproduced by an ad-
equate measurement pattern on the resource state. Dif-
ferent classes of resource states have been studied in the
MBQC context. In particular, resources for MBQC based
on tensor networks [33, 34] are of special interest for the
purposes of this paper.
C. Encoded resource states - Dicke states
A natural way to protect information in quantum com-
putation consists in distributing the information of some
particular state into a larger system of more physical
particles. Given an arbitrary single qubit state |ϕ〉 =
α |0〉 + β |1〉, it can be encoded into a larger logical sys-
tem of n particles i.e. |ϕL〉 = α |0L〉 + β |1L〉, with some
appropriate choice of |0L〉 , |1L〉 , two orthogonal states of
C2
n
. With a proper choice of the encoding, the informa-
tion of the state can be shielded against errors, losses or
intervention of any physical constituents of the system.
Logical blocks are then entangled (see figure 1) and in-
formation is processed at the logical level. In [33, 34],
computational universality of MBQC resources is ana-
lyzed in detail, and novel resources are proposed. How-
ever, we are not interested in computational properties
of the encoded resource states, but in their storage and
communication characteristics, i.e. how the information
can be diluted throughout the parties and how one can
eventually localize it in some particular physical system.
The construction of encoded resources states is a pas-
sive alternative to error correction codes (where errors are
identified and corrected), such that storage and process-
ing of quantum information in a protected way is guar-
anteed. In this paper, we aim to find good choices of
3FIG. 1. Physical qubits are encoded into larger systems (log-
ical qubits) where storage or quantum processing is performed
in a protected way.
orthogonal states |0L〉 := |ψ0〉, |1L〉 := |ψ1〉 in terms of
robustness and strength of the encoded resource states
for storage purposes. Our analyses are restricted to the
use of local operations assisted by classical communica-
tion (LOCC) at a physical level. For a given resource
state, only operations on single qubits are available.
Dicke states [36] are an interesting class of quantum
states with different applications in quantum information
[43–45] and experimentally obtainable. A Dicke state of
n qubits and k excitations is a symmetric state of the
form:
D|n,k〉 =
(
n
k
)− 12 ∑
i
Pi
(
|1〉⊗k |0〉⊗n−k
)
, (1)
where the operator P represents all the possible permu-
tations for a given number of particles and excitations.
For instance, for k = 0, the states reduces to the product
state |0〉⊗n and for k = 1 the state is simply theWn state
[46]. Note that any two Dicke states with different num-
ber of excitations k 6= k′, D|n,k〉, D|n,k′〉, are orthogonal
to each other.
D. Correlation space
Several classes of computational resources [33, 34] have
been introduced as universal resources for MBQC. These
resource states are defined within a tensor network for-
malism, with some particular boundary conditions, where
quantum information is processed in a virtual space called
correlation space. In particular, we are interested in qubit
computational wires introduced in [35]. A computational
wire is a family of pure states formed by a one dimen-
sional chain of two-level systems which fulfils two proper-
ties, i.e. it is preparable from a product state by nearest-
neighbour interaction and the entanglement between the
left and right sides of the chain approaches one ebit in
the limit of large number of qubits. Notice however, that
this does not imply that the entanglement of an individ-
ual physical particle with the rest of the chain is one ebit.
A pure quantum state of a chain of n qudits can be de-
scribed by a matrix product state (MPS) representation
[47, 48] with e.g. open-boundary conditions (see figure
2),
Φ (|L〉)n1 =
d−1∑
si=0
〈R|A [sn] · · ·A [s1] |L〉 |s1 · · · sn〉 , (2)
where si = {0, . . . , d− 1}. Quantum information is pro-
cessed in a virtual D dimensional vector space (correla-
tion space) where the D×D matrices A [i] live, as well as
the D dimensional vectors |L〉 , |R〉, which represent the
left and right boundary conditions. The MPS is denoted
as Φ (|L〉)n1 since one can consider that the correlation
space is in the state |L〉 [33]. Any measurement on a sin-
gle physical qubit is translated into some operation acting
on the correlation space state.
𝐴1 𝐴2 𝐴3 𝐴𝑛−2 𝐴𝑛−1 𝐴𝑛
ۧȁ𝑅
FIG. 2. Graphical representation of a Matrix Product State
in terms of the valence-bond picture. Each physical particle is
associate with two virtual systems, each of one shares a max-
imally entangled state with their neighbours. The projector
of the virtual space into each physical system at every site is
given my matrices A[si].
One particular instance of 1D structure described
within this formalism, and denoted as quantum compu-
tational wire [35], has been shown to be an appropri-
ate building block for constructing resources universal for
quantum computation. For this kind of wires, it is shown
[35] that, by single qubit measurements, one can prepare
the correlation state in any arbitrary state Φ (|ϕ〉)nk . A
local measurement on a physical particle of the wire with
outcome |mi〉 is associated with the application of the
operator A[mi] on the correlation space. It is also known
how the information of the correlation space can be local-
ized [39] in one physical qubit and how to upload it from a
physical site [49]. We review these processes in Sec. IIID.
We are however interested in the communication proper-
ties of this kind of wires under the only assistance of local
measurements, local operations and classical communica-
tion (LOCC). In this paper we restrict ourselves to the
qubit case, and where d = D = 2. We focus on one par-
ticular computational wire with non-vanishing two point
correlation functions and fixed boundary conditions, that
we denote as period wire (see figure 3):
|ψ〉 =
1∑
si=0
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉 |s1 · · · sn〉 , (3)
A[+] =
1√
2
G, A[−] = 1√
2
GT (φ) , (4)
where G = exp (ipiX/τ) and T = diag
(
e
−iφ
2 , e
iφ
2
)
. We
denote τ and φ as period and entanglement factor respec-
tively. Any matrix A can be expressed in an arbitrary
4basis {m0,m1} as A[mi] = 〈mi |0〉 A[0] + 〈mi |1〉 A[1].
We interpret this wire in two different ways. On the one
hand, one can think about wires as playing the role of
logical blocks of qubits as seen before, with codewords
|0L〉 := Φ (|ϕ0〉)n1 , |1L〉 := Φ (|ϕ1〉)n1 , where ϕ0 and ϕ1
are two orthogonal states of the correlation space. In
this case, one logical qubit is stored in a distributed way
among the wire. We study certain features of these wires,
such as entanglement of individual physical qubits, influ-
ence of noise and losses, error propagation and informa-
tion localization.
𝐴1 𝐴2 𝐴𝑛−2 𝐴𝑛−1𝐴3 𝐴𝑛𝑅 𝐿
𝑠1 𝑠2 𝑠3 𝑠𝑛−2 𝑠𝑛−1 𝑠𝑛
1 2 𝑛
𝑎)
𝑏)
FIG. 3. a) Graphical representation of a matrix product state
in terms of tensor networks. Every block is a rank-3 tensor,
and open indices are the physical indices (see [33, 48] for a
detailed explanation of graphical rules for tensor network).
b) Simplified illustration of a quantum computational wire,
where qubits are attached in a 1D wire with arbitrary local
entanglement and non-vanishing two point correlation func-
tions.
One may also interpret these wires in an alternative
way. A single wire can be conceived as a building block
of a whole communication network where information is
stored in a delocalized way and transported upon request,
such that direct communication between any different
nodes or regions can be established. One can think about
the correlation space in this scenario as a big holographic
resource where the information is delocalized among all
the nodes, and therefore, protected.
III. STORAGE OF QUANTUM INFORMATION
An essential feature of a quantum network in a commu-
nication scenario is the storage of quantum information.
In this section we explore the required characteristics of
a resource state such that information can be stored in
a non-local way. We analyze families of states that ex-
hibit different properties. We study how errors affect the
stored information, and how the information can be sub-
sequently localized into some particular node or region,
with only the assistance of LOCC.
A. Processes and properties
We start be describing the required processes, namely
uploading and downloading of quantum information, and
the features we analyze. This includes local entangle-
ment, robustness against errors and loss as well as secu-
rity features.
1. Uploading
Given a quantum state containing some information,
one aims to store and protect that information against
noise or external interference. In our scenario, this is ac-
complished by encoding the state into a larger network
consisting of multiple network nodes or parties, such that
the information is delocalized or diluted over the network.
This delocalization process is called uploading. Two dif-
ferent uploading procedures should be distinguished.
First, we consider the case where an arbitrary state is
directly encoded into a larger system of n particles. This
task involves global operations (at the logical level) and
can be accomplished by constructing an entangled state
between a logical block and an auxiliary system aux (see
figure 4). Consider the state:
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉aux |0L〉+ |1〉aux |1L〉) , (5)
where the logical qubits are defined by some orthogonal
codewords |0L〉 , |1L〉. This means that the system aux
is maximally entangled with the whole logical block of
qubits. Consider now an arbitrary state |φ〉 = α |0〉+β |1〉
that we want to upload into the logical level. Hence, by
performing a Bell measurement between the aux system
and |φ〉, the uploading into the logical level is determin-
istically achieved, i.e. the global state of the remaining
particles is now α |0L〉+β |1L〉 (up to unitary Pauli correc-
tion operations at the logical level). We remark that the
logical Pauli correction operation can in general not be
implemented locally, however are irrelevant in the sense
that they actually do not need to be implemented as the
logical subspace is unchanged. It suffices to relabel the
basis states, and adapt the information processing and
subsequent downloading processes accordingly.
On the other hand, the uploading process can also be
done from a single node within the network without using
an entangled state. In this case, only the network state
(e.g. a computational wire) is used, and a single party (or
possibly also several parties) aim to upload quantum in-
formation that is given in the form of an auxiliary quan-
tum state to the logical level, thereby delocalizing the
quantum information.
ൿห0𝐿 ۧȁ0 𝑎𝑢𝑥 + ൿห1𝐿 ۧȁ1 𝑎𝑢𝑥
ۧȁ𝜑
Bell Measurement
FIG. 4. Uploading process. A Bell measurement is performed
in the auxiliary system (right) to upload the information of
some state into the logical level. The same picture also holds
if one substitutes the logical block by a quantum wire of the
form of Fig. 3
52. Downloading
The reverse process to the uploading of information
is the downloading, i.e. once information is spread out
among the nodes of the network, we require the possibil-
ity of localizing this information in one particular physi-
cal system (again, by LOCC). In general, this is achieved
by suitable measurements on the rest of the particles.
However, crucial differences exist when localizing infor-
mation with standard encoded states (Dicke states) or
in the correlation space framework. Encoding properties
defines the characteristics of the localization process. In
particular, two features are specially relevant. The ideal
situation is the one where the localization is performed in
a deterministic way, and the information is downloaded in
an a-priori chosen place. However, due to the properties
of each encoding state, one can be restricted to the case
where only probabilistic, or open-destination download-
ing process is possible. Probabilistic downloading means
that information can only be localized probabilistically
in a heralded way. This may be unsatisfactory in many
cases. Open-destination downloading in turn is still de-
terministic, however the precise location can not be de-
termined a priori. This corresponds to a probabilistic
download attempt to a given site, which however can be
repeated if not successful. In this way quantum informa-
tion can be downloaded quasi-determistically to individ-
ual sites within a given region of small size.
We remark that for standard encodings, there are ex-
amples where the probability to localize information from
two logical blocks is arbitrarily small, even for the open-
destination scenario [33]. For correlation space encod-
ings, this problem does not occure as we show below.
The main difference is that for correlation space encod-
ings, only a fraction of the qubits need to be measured,
and unsuccessful downloaded can be repeated. This leads
to a success probability approaching one to download in-
formation to an unspecified site within a region of fixed
size (see Sec. IIID).
ൿห0𝐿 ൿห0𝐿 + ൿห1𝐿 ൿห1𝐿
ۧȁ0 ۧȁ0 + ۧȁ1 ۧȁ1
FIG. 5. Downloading of information. Information can be
localized into specific physical sites by measuring the rest of
qubits in suitable basis. This process differs when localizing
information of the correlation space, where one does not need
to measure all the qubits of the wire, which remains functional
with the unmeasured ones (see Sec. IIID)
3. Robustness
The effect of local errors can affect the global state
of the resource, jeopardizing the stored information. In
particular, we are interested in errors occurring in single
particles when the information is delocalized, and how
robust is the encoded state under that noise. The effect
of local noise should have limited influence on the global
state, in order to consider an encoded state robust for
storage. We find effective noise maps for this process.
Besides, we study the stability of the resource states un-
der loss of particles.
In order to analyze the effective noise when errors affect
particles at the physical level, one can study the following
scenario. Consider the maximally entangled state∣∣Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉aux |0L〉+ |1〉aux |1L〉) , (6)
where an auxiliary single particle is defined on Haux =
C2, entangled with a logical encoded block which lives on
HL = C2⊗n . The state resulting from the introduction of
local noise on the physical particles of a logical block is
defined as the Choi-Jamiolkowski state [50, 51] i.e.
Γ = idHaux ⊗ ξ⊗j
(∣∣Φ+〉 〈Φ+∣∣) , (7)
where the noisy channel ξ⊗j affects j particles of the
logical qubit. If one then aims to localize (by lo-
cal operations) the information of the block into one
physical system q, it is relevant to study how close
this final state is from a perfect Bell pair |Φ〉 =
1√
2
(
|0〉aux |0〉q + |1〉aux |1〉q
)
, which would be the result-
ing state of a perfect localization. Notice that Γ contains
the full information about the effective noise map, which
is in principle accessible. We remark that we use the ef-
fect of the performed processes on part of a maximally
entangled state only as a tool to analyze the resulting
effective noise maps or the resulting process fidelity.
Similarly, the stability under losses can be analyzed in
the following way. We consider an initial state of the form
|Φ+〉 〈Φ+| (6) shared by the auxiliary particle and the log-
ical qubit, and we assume that some particles in the logi-
cal block are lost. The effect of a lost particle is described
by tracing out that particle, i.e. Γf = Tri (|Φ+〉 〈Φ+|),
where i are the lost particles. Tracing out is equivalent
to performing an average over all the possibles outcomes
of a measurement of the system i in any basis.
Finally, we compute in both cases (errors and losses)
the fidelity of the final state with respect to the initial one
(6), denoted as Choi-Jamiolkowski fidelity (CJ fidelity):
FCJ =
〈
Φ+
∣∣Γf ∣∣Φ+〉 . (8)
This parameter is a suitable measure to analyze how sta-
ble is a resource encoded state against loss of particles
[51]. Note that in order to compute the CJ fidelity, we
replace the state of each lost particle by an identity oper-
ator, i.e. consider a completely depolarizing map acting
on each of these qubits.
4. Local entanglement
An essential property of the encoded states is the lo-
cal entanglement that each physical particle shares with
6respect to the rest. We study this characteristic, which
determines the behavior, strength and suitability of the
resource states. Consider a maximally entangled state of
logical qubits (between two blocks of particles):∣∣Φ+L〉 = 1√
2
(|0L〉 |0L〉+ |1L〉 |1L〉) . (9)
We study the entropy of entanglement of a single qubit i
within a block by computing the Von Neumann entropy
of its reduced density operator, i.e.
S(ρi) = −Tr (ρi log ρi) . (10)
Even though the entanglement between blocks of logical
qubits is maximal, in general this is not the case for the lo-
cal entanglement of a single party. In fact, encoded states
with low local entanglement are of particular importance,
since this leads to advantages in order to construct and
maintain the states.
Other encoding codewords can be explored based on
the ones studied here. We consider some additional ex-
amples in Appendix A.
5. Security analysis
Once the information is stored in the resources in a de-
localized way, it is important to analyze the security of
the storage, i.e. how much influence a party has about
the stored state. At this point, we can make a distinc-
tion between trusted and untrusted parties. The first
case analyzes how errors or losses of the physical qubits
can affect the global state, and has been studied in pre-
vious sections. We focus here in the case the parties are
not trusted and we hence study how much information
a single party (or a group of them) can access from a
encoded state, i.e. how secure is the storage against at-
tack of parties that aim to access the information even
though not authorized to do so. In order to study this,
we perform a similar analysis as was done in [52] in the
context of quantum secret sharing. As in [52] we use the
mutual information as figure of merit. We only consider
the situation where the initial state is the desired one, i.e.
pure and unaltered. We remark that this does not corre-
spond to full security analysis, but rather illustrates how
much information an untrusted party can access in the
network given that the resource states were distributed
as they should. Given the scenario of Sec. III A 1, where
the q system can upload or encode any state, we ana-
lyze the mutual information between any party of the
resource and the q system. The mutual information de-
termines how much information a particle t (or a set of
them) of the resource can obtain about the system q, and
therefore, about the global encoded state once the party
q applies the Bell measurement (to achieve uploading),
local in its system.
The quantum mutual information between two systems
is defined as
I (q; t) = S (ρq) + S (ρt)− S (ρq,t) , (11)
where S represents the Von Neumann entropy (10) of the
reduced density operator of system q, system t, and both
systems, respectively. We will use the mutual information
to assess information accessible by individual parties, and
to determine the corresponding security features.
B. Error correction codes - stabilizer encodings
We start by briefly considering a standard encoding us-
ing codewords corresponding to error correction stabilizer
codes [53]. The codewords are graph states with |0L〉 =
|G〉 and |1L〉 = σ⊗Nz |G〉, where |G〉 =
∏
(k,l)∈E Ukl|+〉⊗N .
Here Ukl = diag([1, 1, 1,−1]) is a phase gate, |+〉 =
(|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 and the graph G is specified by a set of
edges E. The error correction properties of such a code
depend on the choice of G, and codes to protect against
a fixed number of arbitrary single-qubit errors can be de-
signed.
In order to make use of the error correction features,
active error correction needs to be performed. However,
decoding and syndrome readout require global access to
the state, i.e. additional entanglement. In contrast, the
downloading process to any specific site is deterministic,
and can be accomplished by simply measuring all other
qubits in the Z-basis. Notice however that in this way
the error correction features of the code are not employed.
The entanglement of any qubit with the rest of the system
is maximal (for any connected graph).
C. Dicke states
We continue our study by considering Dicke state en-
codings. We assume codewords of the form
|0L〉 = |n, k1〉 , |1L〉 = |n, k2〉 , (12)
where |n, k〉 = D|n,k〉 is an abbreviate notation represent-
ing a Dicke state of n qubits and k excitations (1).
1. Uploading
A general uploading process can be accomplished from
a state of the form (5) by proceeding as explained in
section IIIA 1.
2. Downloading
In order to analyze how information can be localized
from the logical level into one physical constituent, we
consider a downloading process (with LOCC) from two
entangled blocks (9) where information is eventually lo-
calized into one of the physical qubits of each block (sites
k and k′), such that we end up with a Bell pair be-
tween the two final qubits (see figure 5). Essentially, this
procedure is accomplished by performing suitable mea-
surements in all except one particle in each block. This
process can only succeed deterministically for an a-priori
fixed site if the local entanglement of the logical qubit is
maximal.
Consider an initial logical Bell state of the form (9) and
two fixed sites k and k′. The initial entanglement at the
logical level is maximal, but the local entropy of entan-
glement for a single site k is Einital (ρk) ≤ 1. If download-
ing succeeds deterministically, information is localized in
the sites k and k′, and the final state is a perfect Bell
7pair. Therefore, the entropy of entanglement of parti-
cle k at the end is Efinal (ρk) = 1. Since the process only
involves LOCC and single-site measurements, one can di-
rectly conclude that localization only succeeds determin-
istically when the local entanglement of the particle in
the initial state is maximal.
If the local entanglement is not maximal, one has to
face with a probabilistic localization (in the sense that
the final place where the information is localized cannot
fixed a priori), or a deterministic but imperfect (in terms
of the fidelity of the final state) downloading.
In case the local entropy of entanglement is maximal,
consider e.g. |0L〉 = |0〉⊗n , |1L〉 = |1〉⊗n, localization is
simply accomplished by performing X measurements on
all except one particle of each logical block. This is in
fact also the case for any graph state encoding, where Z
measurements are enough to localize information.
3. Robustness under errors
In order to compute the CJ fidelity (8) we make use of
some properties of Dicke states. Any Dicke state (1) of
n particles and k excitations can be j-times decomposed
as [38]:
|n, k〉 =
[
n!(
n
k
)(
n
j
)] 12 q′′∑
q=q′
|j, q〉 |(n− j), (k − q)〉√
q!(j − q)!(k − q)!(n− k − j + q)! ,
(13)
where q′ = max (0, (j + k − n)) and q′′ = min (j, k),
for q′′ > q′. On the other hand, given a state ρn,k =
|n, k〉 〈n, k|, tracing out m number of particles leads to:
Trm (ρn,k) =
k∑
i=0
(
n−nf
i
)(
nf
k−i
)(
n
k
) ρnf ,k−i, (14)
where nf is the final number of particles, i.e. m = n−nf .
In particular, for any element |n, k1〉 〈n, k2| we find:
Trm (|n, k1〉 〈n, k2|) =
min(k1,k2)∑
i=0
(
n−nf
i
)√(
nf
k1−i
)(
nf
k2−i
)√(
n
k1
)(
n
k2
) |nf , (k1 − i)〉 〈nf , (k2 − i)| .
(15)
Computing the CJ fidelity (8) is hence straightforward
for any pair of codewords |0L〉 = |n, k1〉 , |1L〉 = |n, k2〉
and for any number of losses:
FCJ =
2∑
i,j=1
C q′′∑
q=q′
(
n− nf
q
)[ ( nf
ki−q
)(
nf
kj−q
)(
n
ki
)(
n
kj
)
q!(n− nf − q)!(ki − q)!(kj − q)!(nf − ki + q)!(nf − kj + q)!
] 1
2
 , (16)
where
C = n!
4
(
n
n−nf
)√(
n
ki
)(
n
kj
) , (17)
and with q′ = max [0, (max (k1, k2)− nf )] and q′′ =
min [(n− nf ) ,min (k1, k2)]. In figure 6 one can see an
illustrative analysis of the CJ fidelity for different code-
words configurations. Two main conclusions can be ex-
tracted. On the one hand, one obtains a higher CJ fidelity
when the codewords are close to each other in terms of
number of excitations. Moreover, if both Dicke states
are close to the limit of zero or maximal number of exci-
tations, the CJ fidelity is again increased. Therefore, it
turns out that the best choice of Dicke state codewords,
if one is only interested on the robustness under losses,
is |0L〉 = |n, 0〉 , |1L〉 = |n, 1〉, or the symmetric choice:
|0L〉 = |n, n〉 , |1L〉 = |n, n− 1〉.
However, we find that a conflict of interest exists if
one requires other properties more than just robustness
under losses. For instance, as shown above, the success
probability of localizing information increases with the
local entanglement.
4. Local entanglement
We analyze now the entanglement properties of the
Dicke-type encoding. Consider a logical maximally en-
tangled state of the form (9). We study the local entan-
glement that a physical particle shares with the rest of the
system by computing the Von Neumann entropy (10) of
its reduced density matrix. For the encoding codewords
|0L〉 = |n, k1〉 , |1L〉 = |n, k2〉, and from the properties
introduced before, it is easy to see that the entropy of
entanglement of a single particle is:
S (ρA) = −
(
2∑
i=1
n− ki
2n
)
log
(
2∑
i=1
n− ki
2n
)
− 2∑
j=1
kj
2n
 log( 2∑
i=1
kj
2n
)
. (18)
The entropy of entanglement is minimal (see figure 7)
for encoding codewords which are, again, close to each
other in terms of excitations and close to the boundaries
with small or large (due symmetry) number of excita-
tions. This result is consistent with the analysis of the
robustness against losses, i.e. the less local entanglement,
the more delocalized the information is and the more sta-
bility against losses.
An explanatory example is the extreme case with code-
words |0L〉 = |0〉⊗n , |1L〉 = |1〉⊗n, where the local entan-
glement is maximal and the stability is minimal, i.e. when
a single particle is lost, the information and entanglement
is completely destroyed.
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FIG. 6. (a) CJ fidelity for one loss and for one codeword Dicke state fixed as a function of the other Dicke state (note scaling
of Y axis). (b) CJ fidelity for given codewords as a function of the number of lost qubits. (c) CJ fidelity for the codewords
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5. Security analysis
Following Sec. III A 5, we study the amount of informa-
tion a single party can access once the quantum informa-
tion has been delocalized over the network. The results
are shown in figure 8. One finds again a relation with the
local entanglement. We see that the entanglement is a
key property that defines how the information is spread
around the system, i.e. the less local entanglement, the
more distributed. Hence, a single particle within a encod-
ing configuration with low local entanglement has a low
information about the global state of the logical system.
D. Correlation space encodings
In this section, we analyze the period wires (4) con-
ceived as logical blocks, where the state of the correlation
space defines the state of the logical qubit (see Sec. IID).
1. Uploading
The general uploading procedure of Sec. III A 1 is
applicable for our wire configuration. In this case, a
wire plays the role of the logical block, with codewords
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FIG. 8. Mutual information for one party and different Dicke
state encoding configuration. Single points represents isolated
fluctuations when the difference on the number of excitation
between codewords is one.
|0L〉 = Φ (|0〉) , |1L〉 = Φ (|1〉). Note that orthogonality
of correlation space states does not always imply orthog-
onality of the corresponding wire states [49]. However,
orthogonality is fulfilled for the period wires (4) we make
use in this paper.
An alternative interpretation of uploading is possible
[49], where any physical state is uploaded into the cor-
relation space. We review this process in the Appendix
B.
2. Downloading
In contrast to the Dicke-type encoding, it is known how
to localize information of the correlation space into some
physical site of a wire [39]. This process does not imply
the measurement of all the parties of the wire and we
show that it can be made quasi deterministic. Based on
the protocol developed in [39], we analyze how informa-
tion is delocalized within the correlation space, and which
properties influence this spreading of information.
We briefly review the downloading procedure of [39],
and point out some additional features. Given a quantum
9wire of the form (4), one can always find a basis such that
A[m0] = r0 |ϕ0〉 〈0| , A[m1] = r1 |ϕ0〉 〈0|+ |ϕ1〉 〈1| , (19)
with r0 > 0, r1 ≥ 0, r20 + r21 = 1 and 〈ϕi|ϕj〉 = δij . In
particular, if r1 = 0 the operators are of the form:
A[m0] = |ϕ0〉 〈0| , A[m1] = |ϕ1〉 〈1| , (20)
with |ϕ0〉 = cos θ2 |0〉+ eiα sin θ2 |1〉 and |ϕ1〉 = sin θ2 |0〉 −
eiα cos θ2 |1〉 . In fact, we show that if one can find a basis{m0,m1} such that matrices of the form (20) exists, the
local entropy of entanglement of any particle of the wire
is maximal for any θ (see Appendix C). Therefore, we can
relate the local entanglement of the wire with the proba-
bilistic behavior of the localization process (see below).
Consider the case of a wire which admits a basis where
the matrices are of the form (20). The wire is pre-
pared in the state Φ (|ψ〉)nk by appropriate measurements
of the first k particles. As before, by rewriting the
state as a function of the basis state of the k + 1 po-
sition and mapping the state of the correlation space into
{|ϕ0〉 , |ϕ1〉} → {|+〉 , |−〉}, we end up with a state of
the form:
∑
s=0,1
Zsm |ψm〉k+1 |ms〉k′+1 Φ (|ψs〉)nk′+2. In or-
der to accomplish the mapping, around τ measurements
are needed (up to by-products), where τ is the period
factor of the wire. With a measure on the site k′ + 1
one achieves the downloading of the state |ψ〉 at position
k+ 1. For a more general wire configuration (19), a filter
operation [39] is needed in order to recover orthogonality,
leading to a probabilistic process for an a priori fixed site
downloading.
In particular, we show that the success probability of
localizing the information in the period wire (4) is directly
related with its local entanglement. The period wires are
defined by the matrices (4), and the parameter φ. As we
discuss below (see Sec. IIID 4) φ determines the local
entanglement of the wire. For this wire, there exists a
basis |mi〉 such that the MPS matrices are expressed in
the form (19), with r1 = 12
(
1 + e−iφ
)
. Following [39], one
concludes that the success probability of an a-priori fixed
site downloading is p = 1−|r1| = 1−cos
(
φ
2
)
. This shows
that the probability depends exclusively on the entangle-
ment factor, and the process is deterministic (p = 1) for
a maximally entangled wire (φ = pi). Henceforth, the en-
tanglement of the wire is one crucial property that defines
how the information is spread over the particles.
If we do not restrict ourselves to the case where the
localization has to be achieved in a specidfic, pre-defined
site, and we allow for open destination downloading, the
success probability can be made arbitrarily close to 1
using larger wires. By repeating the filtering process l
times, the success probability becomes p = 1−|r1|l. This
is an important difference between the Dicke-type encod-
ing and the correlation space,since here there is no need
of measuring all the qubits to localize information and,
therefore, if the localization procedure fails, one can keep
repeating it until succeeding. Besides, once the process
succeeds, information is localized in a qubit that is de-
tached from the unmeasured part of the wire. The re-
maining part of the wire remains functional and can still
be used to store and process information.
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FIG. 9. CJ fidelity for different entanglement factors of the
wire.
3. Robustness under losses
In an encoding scenario, each wire plays the role of a
logical qubit with codewords given by the states of the
correlation space, typically |0L〉 = Φ (|0〉) , |1L〉 = Φ (|1〉).
Consider again an auxiliary qubit entangled with a wire
in the state
∣∣Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉aux Φ (|0〉)n1 + |1〉aux Φ (|1〉)n1 ) , (21)
with n→∞.Note this state can be obtained from a single
wire and a Bell pair, by performing a Bell measurement
between one qubit of the Bell state, and the first particle
of the wire, measuring the next k particles to implement
the rotation {A[m0] |R〉 , A[m1] |R〉} → {|0〉 , |1〉} in the
correlation space.
We study the robustness of this wire encoding under
loss of particles, for different configurations. For that pur-
pose, we analyze again the CJ fidelity (8) with respect to
the state (21) when several particles of the wire are lost
(see figure 9). Similarly to the Dicke-type encoding, the
stability of this encoding under loss of particles depends
on the local entanglement of the wire, where smaller en-
tanglement leads to higher robustness. This confirms the
relation between the entanglement and the spreading of
information that we showed above.
4. Local entanglement
In analogy to section III C 4, we analyze the local en-
tanglement of a single particle within a wire in the log-
ical state
∣∣Φ+L〉 = 1√2 (|0L〉 |0L〉+ |1L〉 |1L〉), with |0L〉 =
Φ (|0〉) , |1L〉 = Φ (|1〉) (see figure 10). The parameter φ
is the factor that determines the local entanglement of
the wire, a result consistent with the studies of previous
sections. Therefore, denoting φ as entanglement factor is
justified. Note (fig. 10) that the local entanglement of
the wire can be made arbitrarily low.
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5. Security analysis
We now analyze the amount of information available
for a single party within the wire. Figure 11 shows that
the mutual information of a single party depends both
on the entanglement and the period factors of the wire.
In order to understand these results we need to discern
how the information of the correlation space is distributed
throughout all the particles. The parameter we evaluate
is the correlation length of the wire, that determines the
distance over which information is spread in the wire.
The correlation length is defined as [48]:
ξ =
−1
log
(
|λ2|
|λ1|
) , (22)
where |λ1| and |λ2| are the two largest eigenvalues of the
transfer matrix EI =
∑
A[i]⊗ A¯[i]. Figure 12 shows the
dependence of the correlation length with the period and
the entanglement factor separately. It is clear that both
parameters have an important influence on the distribu-
tion of the information over the wire. This can be seen
from the downloading process studied in previous sec-
tions. There we showed that the entanglement factor de-
fines the success probability of the localization procedure.
Moreover, in case one succeeds, a number of particles of
the order of the period factor has to be measured in order
to accomplish the localization.
We conclude that both, the local entanglement (entan-
glement factor) and the two-point correlation functions
(period factor), are essential properties that determine
how the information of the correlation space is distributed
through the qubits of the wire. This is hence related to
the amount of information accessible for each party, as we
show in our analysis (fig. 11) i.e. the more distributed
the information is, the less information a party can ac-
cess. Besides, our analysis reveals that the position of the
particle also matters. Particles close to the left boundary,
where the state of the correlation space is defined (Sec.
IID), have a higher access to information than qubits
sited away. The correlation length also determines how
the amount of accessible information decreases with the
distance to that left boundary.
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IV. QUANTUM NETWORKS OF ENCODED
RESOURCES
On can also build general entangled resource states
that form a fully functional quantum network out of log-
ical systems. To this aim, one considers an encoding
{|0L〉, |1L〉} and a multipartite resource state that is built
form these logical qubits. Each logical qubit is formed by
a region, i.e. a set of different parties, and the over-
all network consists of multiple of these logical qubits or
regions. For instance, one may consider a multipartite
logical GHZ state |GHZL〉 = |0L〉⊗n + |1L〉⊗n, a logical
1D cluster state, or a general logical graph state net-
work state [10]. Each logical qubit serves to store one
quantum bit of information, which is –similarly as dis-
cussed above– distributed among the corresponding phys-
ical sites. One may then use such a resource to transport
encoded quantum information, or to establish entangle-
ment between logical qubits by measuring the other logi-
cal systems. For instance, one may generate from a logi-
cal GHZ state a logical Bell pair between any two logical
qubits by measuring the remaining (n − 1) logical sys-
tems in the logical X-basis. A logical graph state can
be manipulated by logical Z-measurements, which allows
one to cut vertices from the graph, and by logical X or
Y -measurements, which allows one to transport quantum
information among 1D structures [11], thereby realizing a
general, entanglement based quantum network. Depend-
ing on the choice of logical resource state, one can also
achieve full functionality in the sense that any desired
logical graph state can be be generated between regions
[3, 10, 11, 20]. For instance, a fully connected decorated
logical graph state or a logical 2D-cluster state allow one
to do this between all logical qubits, or a subset of them.
Interestingly, these logical measurements can always
be done in a fully local way, that is by measuring only
the individual physical qubits. This is a consequence of
the result of [40], that states that any two orthorgonal
multiqubit states can be deterministically distinguished
by LOCC. The same procedure allows one to actually
perform an arbitary projective measurement in the logical
subspace, by chosing the eigenstates of the observable as
the two states to be distinguished. Notice that no direct
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FIG. 12. Correlation length of the period wire as a function of the period factor and the entanglement factor
generalization of this result to distinguish k orthogonal
states exists (only a few special cases are known). Hence
an extension of the protocol beyond logical qubits, i.e.
to store and process logical d-level systems, cannot be
directly obtained.
Notice that one may modify the scheme to distinguish
between two orthorgonal states by LOCC to obtain a
(probabilistic) download procedure. One selects the site
to be downloaded as last qubit, and performs the LOCC
protocol to distinguish between the two states as out-
lined in [40]. Only the last step, i.e. the measurement
of the last particle which determines the final outcome,
is not performed. This performs a map |0L〉 → |ϕ0〉,
|1L〉 → |ϕ1〉, where {|ϕk〉} are orthogonal, but the states
are not normalized. That is, the weights between the
resulting states may change, depending on the branch of
the LOCC protocol. This change of weights is in principle
known, but needs to be undone to realize a full download
of quantum information to physical sites. The final step
corresponds to a filtering operation, which only succeeds
probabilistically.
V. CORRELATION SPACE RESOURCES AS A
QUANTUM NETWORK
In this section we consider an alternative interpreta-
tion of the correlation space of the quantum wires intro-
duced before. Here, we understand a quantum wire as a
building block for a communication network, where each
particle represents one node of the network. We analyze
the properties of the wires when one demands processing
of information (transport) and communication between
nodes (or regions) under request by only local operations,
by exploiting the knowledge of the quantum wire of the
previous sections.
A. Period wire as a 1D quantum network
Consider again the period quantum wire Φ of the form
(3) with G = exp (ipiX/τ) and T = diag
(
e
−iφ
2 , e
iφ
2
)
,
where τ and φ are the period and the entanglement factor
respectively. The correlation space is prepared in some
state |ϕ〉, i.e. Φ (|ϕ〉)n1 . In order to transport the infor-
mation along the wire, one just needs to perform X mea-
surements on the physical qubits. The X measurement
implies the application of the G operator in the correla-
tion space (up to by-products), such that the state is ro-
tated periodically throughout the virtual positions. The
information shows up completely only every τ positions
during transport. We analyze the influence of errors dur-
ing the transport by studying a processing-downloading
process.
1. Errors during transport
Consider an initial Bell state and a period quantum
wire. A generalized Bell measurement is performed be-
tween the second qubit of the Bell pair and the first one
of the wire. After by-product corrections (assuming suc-
cessful uploading), the remaining state is of the form:∣∣Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉aux Φ (|0〉)nk + |1〉aux Φ (|1〉)nk ) . (23)
We transport the state two periods (2τ positions) in
the wire before starting a localization process. In the
ideal case (no error), the state of the correlation space
Φ (|i〉) is first mapped into itself by the transport. As-
suming the localization process is successful (otherwise it
could be repeated until succeeding), the remaining state
is again a Bell pair between the first qubit of the initial
Bell state (aux) and the qubit of the wire where down-
loading succeeds, decoupled from the rest of the wire. In
order to examine the stability of the wire under errors
in the transport, we study the fidelity of this final state
in case some error (or loss) occurs during the transport
with respect to the ideal case (Bell pair obtained), with
a similar spirit as for the CJ fidelity (8).
When an error affects a physical particle, the corre-
sponding error on its matrix operator of the correlation
space is in general non-trivial. For instance, for a maxi-
mally entangled period wire with φ = pi, if a Pauli error
affect any particle, the effect on the correlation space is
(see Appendix D for proof):
Z |j〉 −→ A[j]Z,
X |j〉 −→ XA[j]X,
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FIG. 13. Fidelity of the downloaded state with a Z error occur-
ring in the transport, as a function of the local entanglement
of the wire.
Y |j〉 −→ iXA[j]ZX. (24)
Note that, when one transports information by measuring
on the X basis, a X error in the measured qubit has no
influence on the correlation space state.
For other entanglement configuration of the wire, these
relations between the physical errors and they correspon-
dence in the correlation space become cumbersome. How-
ever, if the qubit where any CPTP error occurs is mea-
sured in any basis (which is the case we typically come
up against), it is known [54] which is the effect on the
correlation space.
Consider now, for instance, a Pauli Z error affecting
the kth particle of the wire with probability one during
a transport process. The state Φ (|i〉) for i = {0, 1} is
now mapped into some state Φ (|χi〉) after the trans-
port. Assume also that the subsequent downloading
process is successful. If the local entanglement of the
wire is maximal, i.e. T = Z, the error shows up com-
pletely in the end, i.e. the final state is the Bell state
|Φ−〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 − |11〉). However, if one reduces the lo-
cal entanglement of the wire (the parameter φ) , the error
appears diluted at the end of the process. For instance,
for φ = pi3 , the final state expressed in the Bell basis
is:
√
3
2 |Φ+〉 + 12 |Φ−〉. Figure 13 shows the fidelity of
the final state |ϕ〉 after the transport-localization process
with some Z error affecting one particle in the transport,
i.e. F = |〈ϕ |Φ+〉 |2, for different entanglement parame-
ters. The remarkable result is that this fidelity does not
depend on the position where the error happens or the
period parameter of the wire. Therefore, the stability of
the wire depends exclusively on the entanglement, as one
can conclude due to the strong similarity between figure
13 and figure 10.
The price to pay for the protection against errors is
a lower success probability of delocalizing and localizing
information. However, when considering arbitrarily large
wires, these processes can be made quasi-deterministic
with open destination targets. One can always choose
regions such that localization within this region has an
arbitrary high probability of success. The size of this re-
gions depends entirely on the local entanglement of the
wire. Notice that for a given success propability p for
the downloading process, the required number of repe-
titions to succeed with a probability 1 −  is given by
n = log()/ log(1− p).
2. Losses during transport
The worst case of the previous scenario occurs when
the particles are lost. We consider the overall process
of uploading–processing–downloading, where we assume
that one or more particles are lost (and hence traced out)
during the transport. We study again the fidelity with
respect to the ideal Bell state. Note that tracing out a
particle is equivalent to averaging over the possible out-
comes of a measurement in a given basis. By observation,
one can easily check that, in our case, this map is anal-
ogous to a phase-flip channel (σ → qσ + (1 − q)ZσZ)
with probability q = 12 at the physical level. The Kraus
decomposition of this map can be obtained by first ex-
pressing the final state in the Bell basis followed by a
subsequent diagonalization
|ψ00〉 〈ψ00| ξ−→
∑
λi1,j1,i2,j2 |ψi1j1〉 〈ψi2j2 | diag.−→
diag.−→
∑
i
mi |mi〉 〈mi| , (25)
where the Kraus operators Ki are identified from:
Ki |ψ00〉 = √mi |mi〉. For the case of one lost particle,
this is always a rank-2 channel, independently of the po-
sition of the lost qubit.
A remarkable effect is observed when more than one
qubit is lost. We find a fidelity dependence with the rel-
ative position of the lost particles (see figure 14). The
effect of the relative position of the particles is strongly
related with the period factor τ of the wire. Given two
losses, if the distance between them corresponds with one
period τ , the fidelity is minimal. However, the fidelity is
maximized when the relative distance coincides with half
of a period τ2 . In a more general scenario, with m lost
qubits, one has to consider the
(
n
m
)
relative distances of
every pair of lost particles. The fidelity is maximal (min-
imal) when the maximal possible number of relative dis-
tances is equal to τ2 (τ). We conjecture that this effect is
due to the non-vanishing two-point correlation functions.
B. Period wire as building block for general
networks
In this section we consider period wires as building
blocks for general communication resources. We show
that resource states for a fully functional communication
network with arbitrary topology can be constructed by
merging elementary wires in a suitable way. This then
enables entanglement routing among the network. We
start by listing the required functionality. One can con-
sider a wire as a resource where quantum information
can be uploaded, transported among the wire, and then
downloaded at a chosen position. Similarly, one may also
use such a wire to establish entanglement between two
chosen sites. This corresponds to a double-downloading
process as detailed below.
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FIG. 14. Dependence of the fidelity with the last lost particle.
Bold line corresponds to one single loss. Dashed-dot line rep-
resents two losses and the dependence with the second, where
the first lost particles is fixed at site 1. Dashed line illustrates
the case of three losses and the dependence with the third,
where the first two lost particles are fixed in positions 1 and
2.
In turn, a network is given by multiple parties that
are connected by wires. One may then upload informa-
tion from a given site, download it to a chosen site as
well as transport information among wires. Since in a
general network a single node can be connected to sev-
eral neighbours, one requires that the transport direction
from a given node can be freely chosen. This includes
the possibility to merge and cut wires, where the merg-
ing is only needed to establish resources [10, 11]. Here we
mainly consider point-to-point communication, i.e. using
the network in such a way that information is transported
from A to B. One may also establish entanglement be-
tween the two chosen sites. We also show how certain
graph states, including GHZ states, can be obtained in
the network.
We show in the following how all elementary building
blocks and required processes can be realized with corre-
lation space resources.
It was shown in [49] how to upload some arbitrary state
(placed in the zeroth site) into the correlation space by
LOCC and local measurements. With analogous tech-
niques used in [49] (see Appendix), it is straightforward
to see that a state can be uploaded from any node of
the wire, by choosing the direction of uploading within
the wire. This involves cutting the wire in the opposite
direction. The uploaded state can be subsequently trans-
ported to other regions in a protected way, and localized
in another node.
1. Cutting of resources
It is possible to cut a chain from an arbitrary site of the
wire in any direction, by using similar techniques than for
localization (Sec.IIID 2). For simplicity, consider a wire
with maximal local entanglement:
Φ (|L〉)n1 =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |L〉 |s1 . . . sn〉 .
(26)
Taking property (20) into account, one can expand the
kth site in its basis, i.e.
Φ =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · · |ϕi〉k 〈i| · · ·A [s1] |L〉
|s1 . . . sn〉 |mi〉k . (27)
By appropriate measurements of the next q sites, one
can perform the transformation {|ϕ0〉 , |ϕ1〉 → |+〉 , |−〉}
in the correlation space. Expanding the site r = k+q+1
in its basis:
Φ =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · · |ϕj〉r k 〈i| · · ·A [s1] |L〉
|s1 . . . sn〉 |mi〉k |mj〉r . (28)
Finally, by measuring site r and selecting the outcome
|m0〉r,
Φ =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · · |ϕ0〉r k 〈i| · · ·A [s1] |L〉
|s1 . . . sn〉 |mi〉k = Φ (|ϕ0〉)nr′ ⊗ Φ (|L〉)k1 , (29)
one succeeds in cutting the chain into two wires, both
preserving their functionality, but separately. Note that
the information of the initial wire remains completely in
the right one. In case the entanglement is not maximal,
one cannot select the position where the cutting is ac-
complished, but it eventually succeeds, similar as in the
downloading process.
2. Double localization of information
Given a network constructed from period wires (see
below), it is important to be able to connect particles
upon request, i.e. to establish entanglement between two
(or more) parties. Consider again a maximally entangled
wire, i.e. φ = pi. Given two, previously fixed, qubits of
the wire, denoted as k1 and k2,
Φ (|L〉)n1 =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · · |ϕi〉k1 〈i| · · · |ϕj〉k2 〈j| · · ·
· · ·A [s1] |L〉 |mi〉k1 |mj〉k2 |s1 . . . sn〉 , (30)
one can create a direct communication link between them
by applying a double localization process (figure 15).
This is achieved by measuring the particles toward the
exterior direction in each case, mapping |ϕi〉k1 → |i+〉 to
the left, and |j〉k2 → 1√2
(
|ϕ0〉+ (−1)j |ϕ1〉
)
to the right.
If there are τ−1 particles between the two qubits, and we
measure the τ −1 particles in the X basis, where τ is the
period factor of the wire, a Bell pair is obtained between
the selected qubits and the state is decoupled from the
rest of the wire in both directions (see figure 15). In case
the local entanglement of the wire is not maximal, this
process becomes probabilistic and target sites cannot be
fixed previously.
Note that this process has two inconveniences. First,
not any pair of particles can be chosen, since one is re-
stricted to the property of leaving one period between
them. Secondly, in case that we obtain unwanted out-
comes (by-products) in the measurement of the interme-
diate nodes, the final state is not a perfect Bell pair.
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FIG. 15. Localization of a Bell pair within a wire. Information
is localized in two sites by processing a procedure similar to
downloading along the external directions from both qubits.
Nevertheless, both problems can be solved by consider-
ing compensation stations placed in different positions of
the network. This stations are simply constructed with a
certain number of auxiliary wires of limited length. These
auxiliary wires are coupled with the main wires in order
to process information until period restrictions and mea-
surement by-products are fixed. In a sense, these boxes
serve to extend the distance between two sites to a full
period. All possibilities are present, and one only needs
to cut all wires except the one with the proper length.
Notice that the length of the wire can be properly chosen
such that cutting and correcting suitable byproducts is
possible.
3. Merging of resources
We conceive the 1D quantum wires as fundamental
building blocks. In order to construct more complex
structures, one has to be able to couple wires in order
to route the information or create direct links between
any constituents.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of maxi-
mally entangled wires. However, these processes are valid
also for lower entangled wires, by applying appropriate
filtering operations and taking into account the impossi-
bility of a priori fixed destination. We start by showing
that two 1D wires can be coupled in the boundary qubits
to merge them into a larger wire. Given two wires ini-
tialized in the |+〉 state,
Φ (|+〉)n1 ⊗ Φ′ (|+〉)kn′ =
∑
〈sk|A [sk−1] · · ·A [sn′ ] |+〉
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉 |s1 . . . sn〉 |sn′ . . . sk〉 , (31)
we perform the operation P = |0〉 〈m00| + |1〉 〈m11| be-
tween the last qubit of the left chain and the first qubit
of the right one, merging them into an intermediate node
r. The basis {m0,m1} corresponds to the one where op-
erators are expressed as eq. (20). Note that for the wires
we use this basis coincides with the computational basis.
Therefore, one obtains
Φ =
∑
〈sk|A [sk−1] · · ·A [i] |+〉 〈i|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉
|s1 . . . sn−1〉 |sn′+1 . . . sk〉 |i〉r =
=
∑
〈sk|A [sk−1] · · · |ϕi〉 〈i|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉
|s1 . . . sn−1〉 |i〉r |sn′+1 . . . sk〉 = Φ (|+〉)k1 , (32)
and the merging successes (see figure 16a).
More than two wires can be coupled. One can con-
sider, for instance, three wires where a projection P =
|0〉 〈000|+ |1〉 〈111| is performed on their extremities (first
site of each), i.e.
Φ =
∑
〈sn′′ |A [sn′′−1] · · ·A [i] |+〉
〈sn′ |A [sn′−1] · · ·A [i] |+〉 〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [i] |+〉
|s2 . . . sn〉 |s2′ . . . sn′〉 |s2′′ . . . sn′′〉 |i〉r . (33)
If now the states of the correlation space are all mapped
|ϕi〉 → |i〉 by suitable local measurements and one ex-
pands the next site (denoted as q):
Φ =
∑
〈sn′′ |A [sn′′−1] · · ·A[j] |0〉 〈sn′ |A [sn′−1] · · ·A [j] |0〉
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [j] |0〉 |sq−1 . . . sn〉
|sq′−1 . . . sn′〉 |sq′′−1 . . . sn′′〉 |jjj〉qq′q′′ |j〉r . (34)
If now localization on each wire is performed (see previ-
ous section), by mapping the correlation state to |±〉 and
measuring the following site in the computational basis, a
4-party GHZ state
∑ |jjj〉qq′q′′ |j〉r is obtained. By mea-
suring the r qubit in the X basis, a GHZ of three qubits
(one of each wire) is found and decoupled from the rest
of the wires (figure 16b). Note that the remaining wires
are still functional. Note also that by constructing router
stations with auxiliary wires, any particle can be chosen
on demand to be part of this GHZ state. This process
can be expanded for an arbitrary large number of wires,
therefore generating n-party GHZ states.
With analogous techniques, one can prove that two
wires can be coupled in any middle point of them, such
that a four-party GHZ state can be obtained by down-
loading information in the four diverging directions (see
figure 16b). Given this merging configuration, one can
easily check that a cutting can be performed in any of
the directions, such that one can transport information
through the remaining chain leafs (see figure 16c). That
is, a network with a given structure (intersecting wires),
one can either generate GHZ states between parties next
to an intersection vertex, or use any of the intersecting
vertices to route information. To this aim all but an in-
coming and outgoing wire are cut.
We emphasize that the merging of wires is a not pro-
cess that takes place when processing information in the
network. This should rather be understood as a tool that
describes the required resource states in such an entan-
glement based network, and how they can (in principle)
be generated from individual wire states.
4. Fully functional communication network
Given the quantum period wires and the tools stud-
ied above, it is possible to construct a networks with
arbitrary topology where information can be transport
through in a protected way, and where direct communi-
cation links between any two (or more) particles can be
established. These is accomplished by merging 1D wires
and including compensation stations between regions as
described above (see fig. 17).
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FIG. 16. a) Two wires can be merged in their boundaries to
create a larger wire. More wires can be merged in their bound-
aries to distill multipartite entangled states with one particle
of each wire. b) Wires can be also merged in any middle point
to localize n-party entangled states. c) By merging wires in
any middle point, one can re-direct the transport of informa-
tion of the correlation space along any other direction of the
merged wires.
FIG. 17. Construction example of a fully functional com-
munication network based on period wires. Information can
be protected during transport and direct links (multipartite
states) can be obtained between constituents of any region
with the help of the auxiliary wires in the compensation sta-
tions.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied two different approaches for encod-
ing and storage of quantum information in a distributed
way. On the one hand, Dicke-type encodings (Sec. III C)
rely on an experimentally attainable class of states (Dicke
states), where different orthogonal pairs of states can be
selected exhibiting different properties. The measure-
ment of all the parties is necessary to localize information,
and the entanglement determines the success probability
of this process. A conflict of interest exists when aiming
to store information with stability under errors (or losses)
and still having a high success probability to localize in-
formation.
On the other hand, we have analyzed the properties
of the correlation space resource states, in particular of
period wires (Sec. IIID) for storage of quantum informa-
tion. We have seen how information is distributed over
the wire. These wires are basically defined by two tunable
parameters that define its entanglement and the correla-
tion length. Therefore, localization of information (with
LOCC) can be made quasi-deterministic by allowing for
open-site destination, without compromising stability un-
der errors or losses. Once the downloading succeeds, the
qubit with the localized information is detached from the
unmeasured wire, which remains functional. Thereby the
probability of success for the download process depends
on the entanglement factor, while the required number of
particles to be measured to accomplish localization de-
pends on the correlation length.
Moreover, we have shown that one can construct a fully
functional communication network. This is either based
on considering multipartite resource states that are com-
prised of logical qubits. In this case, information is dis-
tributed over regions that form the logical qubits, but
can be processed and routed among the network solely
by local operations on the individual sites.
Our second approach consists in using period wires as
building blocks. We show how to cut and merge wires,
and we also discuss how to upload, transport and lo-
calize information within the wires. By suitably cou-
pling wires beforehand to form suitable resource states
and by establishing compensation stations to compen-
sate by-products, a 2D network can be built such that
direct communication links can be obtained between any
group of constituents from different regions of the net-
work. This is done in such a way that information is
distributed throughout the correlation space network in
a diluted way, such that it is protected from errors or even
loss of particles. In addition, information processing takes
place solely by measuring individual (physical) qubits.
Entanglement and correlations of the wire determine how
the information is distributed. The more spread the in-
formation is, the more protected it is. However, when
information is widely distributed through the network,
localization and cutting processes becomes probabilistic,
and sometimes the target nodes cannot be fixed a priori.
Therefore, we consider these networks particularly use-
ful for communication between regions (instead of single
nodes) with a high robustness under errors or attacks.
With our approach, we have shown an alternative view
on quantum networks. The essential element is that in-
formation is stored in a distributed (or holographic) way
within parts or the whole network, thereby protecting
it against errors and losses while keeping the processing
of information simple, i.e. using only measurements on
individual sites. It would be interesting to extend our ap-
proach to the storage of multiple qubits in the network in
a delocalized way. While it is straightforward to consider
generalizations of the resources to store higher dimen-
sional systems or multiple qubits, it is not clear if and
how uploading, downloading and information processing
can be achieved using only local operations on individual
sites.
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Appendix A: Concatenated encoding codewords
Alternative extensions of Dicke-type encodings can be
explored. For instance, one can consider the concate-
nation of two Dicke states, with a similar spirit of the
concatenated-GHZ [55]. By taking
∣∣0˜〉 = |n, k1〉 , ∣∣1˜〉 =
|n, k2〉, one can define the following codewords:
|0L〉 = 1√
2
{[
1√
2
(∣∣0˜〉m + ∣∣1˜〉m)]⊗N + [ 1√
2
(∣∣0˜〉m − ∣∣1˜〉m)]⊗N} ,
|1L〉 = 1√
2
{[
1√
2
(∣∣0˜〉m + ∣∣1˜〉m)]⊗N − [ 1√
2
(∣∣0˜〉m − ∣∣1˜〉m)]⊗N} ,
(A1)
where the particles are organized in N groups of m par-
ticles each. Without going into details, our results indi-
cate that this concatenated-Dicke states can be a suitable
intermediate choice for storing information. Given two
Dicke states codewords
∣∣0˜〉 , ∣∣1˜〉, direct encoding brings
certain values for the robustness and local entanglement
(see previous sections). However, if one considers their
concatenated form (A1), the robustness is in general de-
creased and the local entanglement is increased to some
extent, tuned properties that, together with the block
structure of the concatenated encoding, can be useful for
some purposes.
Appendix B: Uploading of information in correlation
space
It was shown in [49] how to upload some state into
the correlation space by LOCC. Given an arbitrary state
|ψ〉0 = λ0 |0〉 + λ1 |1〉 (placed in the zeroth site) that we
want to upload to the correlation space, and given a wire
Φ (|L〉)n1 , one can write the initial state in terms of some
orthogonal basis {|ms〉} at site 1:
Φ (|L〉)n1 ⊗ |ψ〉0 =
∑
i,s=0,1
λiΦ (A [ms] |L〉)n2 ⊗ |ms〉1 ⊗ |i〉0 .
(B1)
A generalized Bell measurement is subsequently applied
to complete the uploading, i.e. by projecting onto
|B1〉10 =
∑
j |mj〉1 ⊗ |j〉0 the remaining state of the wire
is
∑
j Φ (λjA [mj ] |L〉)n2 . Finally, by adequate local mea-
surements on the next physical sites, one can implement
the basis change {A [ms] |L〉} → {|s〉} in the correlation
space and the upload is successful. However, this process
is not always successful. In case the states A [m0] |L〉 and
A [m1] |L〉 are not orthogonal, one would need some prob-
abilistic filtering operation (in analogy to Sec. IIID 2).
Appendix C: Maximally entangled wire
We show that, given a quantum wire with period k
for which one can find a basis {mi} where A[m0] =
|ϕ0〉 〈0| , A[m1] = |ϕ1〉 〈1|, the local entanglement of any
particle is maximal. We consider a general case where
𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀𝑛−1 𝑀𝑛
𝑠1 𝑠2 𝑠𝑛−1 𝑠𝑛
𝑠′1 𝑠′2 𝑠′𝑛−1 𝑠′𝑛
𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀
𝑛−1 𝑀𝑛𝑀𝑞
𝑎)
𝑏)
FIG. 18. a) Matrix product operator. b) Reduced density op-
erator of a particle q, which is obtained by tracing out (con-
tracting both physical inidices of each site) the rest of qubits.
MPO
|ϕ0〉 = cos θ |0〉 + sin θ |1〉 and |ϕ1〉 = sin θ |0〉 − cos θ |1〉,
for any θ. In the period wires we use, the basis {mi}
coincides with the computational basis. Consider now a
wire in the state:
Φ (|+〉)n1 =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉 |s1 . . . sn〉 .
(C1)
One can compute the reduced density operator of an ar-
bitrary particle q, by first constructing the corresponding
Matrix Product Operator (MPO),
ρ =
∑
(M [sn, s
′
n] · · ·M [s1, s′1]) |s1 . . . sn〉 〈s′1 . . . s′n|
with D2 ⊗D2 operators M [si, s′i] =
∑
s,s′ A [si]⊗ ¯A [s′i],
and subsequently tracing out the rest of particles. Note
that tracing out is equivalent to contracting indices si
and s′i in every site M (see figure 18). One can compute
each element
(
sq, s
′
q
)
of the reduced density matrix of site
q by contracting the expression from right and left, i.e.
ρq =
∑(
M [sq−1]M
[
sq, s
′
q
]
M [sq+1]
) |sq〉 〈s′q∣∣ ,
where M [sq−1] and M [sq+1] are tensors of dimen-
sion 1 ⊗ D2 and D2 ⊗ 1 respectively. One can easily
check that, from the right contracted boundary vector(
1 0 0 1
)
, any new 1 ⊗ D2 vector carried to the left
is again Ei =
(
sin2 θ + cos2 θ 0 0 sin2 θ + cos2 θ
)
=(
1 0 0 1
)
, where Ei is the intermediate transfer op-
erator at position i. With these techniques, it is straight-
forward to see that the reduced density operator of the
qubit q (enough far away from boundaries) is equal to the
identity, independent of the value of θ and the state of
the correlation space, therefore proving that the entropy
of entanglement of the wire is maximal a local level, if a
basis exists such that A[m0] = |ϕ0〉 〈0| , A[m1] = |ϕ1〉 〈1| .
Appendix D: Errors in the correlation space
Given a maximally entangled period wire with φ = pi
and period k, one can find a basis {mi} where the
correlation space matrices can be expressed (20) as
A[m0] = |ϕ0〉 〈0| , A[m1] = |ϕ1〉 〈1| . Noting that 〈i |ϕj〉 =
18
1
2
(
ew + (−1)i⊕j e−w
)
with w = ipik , one can represent the
wire state as:
Φ (|+〉)n1 =
∑
〈sn|A [sn−1] · · ·A [s1] |+〉 |s1 . . . sn〉 =∑(
ew + (−1)sn⊕sn−1 e−w
)
· · ·
(
ew + (−1)sq⊕sq+1 e−w
)
(
ew + (−1)sq⊕sq−1 e−w
)
· · ·
(
ew + (−1)s1⊕s2 e−w
)
|s1 . . . sq . . . sn〉 . (D1)
If a Pauli X error affects now the q qubit, X |sq〉 =
|sq ⊕ 1〉. Therefore, by relabelling in the equation (D1),
the state after the error is
Φ =
∑(
ew + (−1)sn⊕sn−1 e−w
)
· · ·
(
ew + (−1)sq⊕sq+1⊕1 e−w
)
(
ew + (−1)sq⊕sq−1⊕1 e−w
)
· · ·
(
ew + (−1)s1⊕s2 e−w
)
|s1 . . . sq . . . sn〉 . (D2)
It is easy to check that the effect on the correlation
space is equivalent to the map Aq [mi] → XAq[mi]X =
|ϕi⊕1〉q 〈i⊕ 1| , on the virtual operator corresponding to
the particle q. Equivalently, if a Pauli Z error applies to
qubit q, i.e. Z |sq〉 = (−1)q |sq〉, can be directly seen from
the form of matrices A[m0] and A[m1], that the transla-
tion of this error into the correlation space operator is
Aq [mi]→ Aq[mi]Z.
For Pauli Y error, one just need to combine the previ-
ous cases to find expression (24).
